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i can not think of a better example of sub-cinema than dil hi dil mein, with its co-stars, dialogues, and
scope. it is more than a comedy; it is a story about two persons in love. no, its not a love story, but the
good sister and bad sister need to be understood. its a story of three generations of the puranik family

and their journey to answer the question of how an orthodox teenager, who leaves home to go to a
christian monastery, will ever be accepted into the family of a nobleman. is she doomed to be an outcast?

with this film, subodh goes beyond just being an actor and all-round producer; he is now a director, he
directed and edited this film as well. the bridge is the biggest song here. the rest of the song is so simple
but still its probably the most complex number i have written. it took me 2 1/2 years to write it and over 6
months to get it perfect. its not the biggest song ive ever written, but it is a contender, and it could be the
biggest for most acts. you would never think that one song could generate so much music, but indeed it

can. in 1930, the streets of new york's lower east side are the site of two social movements: one
advocating for the end of the klan, the other, for integration. skiff-humphreys stars as the young

organizer of the latter group, jacob lawrence (willem dafoe) -- and she also directs the film, which is
garnering positive attention for being "authentically" filmed. "i think this is part of a larger trend of films
that shoot real people in real spaces and make it accessible," she said. "it's hard to imagine anyone else

doing it."
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this web site is to celebrate this most wonderful of gifts, the human voice. it is a blessing. when we
sing, we connect and inspire. when we talk, we share and build. and when we read aloud, we fall in

love. its also just so damn fun. reading, if youre not familiar, is a deceptively simple form of exercise.
you pluck the words from the page and you go, because, hey, why not? well, why not indeed. were all
better for having shared the simple joys of reading aloud. so here you will find some of the best short

stories ever written - well, most of the best short stories - ever. plus, let it just be said, the stories
were chosen by professional readers and vetted by workshop directors, editors, and advisers. the
finished print collections will be the best available. as always, we draw from the world of children s

literature, as well as the classics. thus, you will find stories by dr. seuss, beatrix potter, l. frank baum,
robert mccloskey, the brothers grimm, and some rare and little-known gems. simply put, there are

many riches of prose at your fingertips. filmed at a secret location in a remote part of yosemite
national park, free solo is a journey unlike anything before, a deeply human story about daring and

determination. but beneath the surfaces of this wide-ranging exploration lurks a tragedy that
suddenly threatens to claim emily’s life and her young climber son, ben. there are moments of terror
and heartbreak, and for the first time in her life, emily must make a choice: to remain where she is
and fight for survival, or to go for it. the feature film free solo begins at dusk when emily harrington

(abram & miller) wakes to a new day. as she begins her climb, she gets caught in an unexpected
storm. filmed at a secret location in a remote part of yosemite national park, free solo is a journey

unlike anything before, a deeply human story about daring and determination. but beneath the
surface of this wide-ranging exploration lurks a tragedy that suddenly threatens to claim emily’s life

and her young climber son, ben. there are moments of terror and heartbreak, and for the first time in
her life, emily must make a choice: to remain where she is and fight for survival, or to go for it.
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